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Note from the Editor
In a time when the world promises happiness through
sin, it is more vital than ever that we understand the
medicine that the Faith offers to save us from our own
shortcomings and weaknesses. It is for this reason that
we turn, in this issue, to the question of virtue: how are
we to live in the face of today's society, in the world but
not of the world? What are some particular vices that
the modern age extols which we, as Christans, must
lament? How are we to correct these faults, in ourselves and others, in order to build a more just society?
We explore these questions and more, in the hopes of
presenting examples of a Christian life well-lived.
Let us proceed, then, to enlighten our minds from the
darkness of ignorance, our souls from the slavery of sin.
We can do no otherwise.

On Authentic Christian Living
By Theodore

A year that started off bad has only become worse— unimaginably so. At this
point, it seems like the collapse of the
Pax Americana is a foregone conclusion.
Rampant nihilism, systematic corruption, totalitarian governance, and decadence from the highest to the lowest
echelons of society— these are both
cause and effect, a snowball rolling
down the blizzard-coated slopes of
Rushmore. As for us, those few survivors huddled together in churches
across the country, can we weather the
oncoming assault?
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I do not want to say there is no hope—
there is always hope, sometimes in this
life, sometimes in the life of the world to
come— but I will say that we as a culture are too far gone to be able to repair
by purely natural means the evils that
pervade every nook and cranny of our
society. There is no natural solution anymore. We will not regain our nation by
rallying together some vaguely-defined
right-wing party (none exists), nor by
writing snarky posts denouncing liberalism on Facebook. Maybe in a by-gone
era, when the plurality still believed in
faith, hope and charity rather than
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might-makes-right, when ‘Christian values’ still meant something and there
was at least a semblance of social sanity
— maybe if we lived in such a time, we
could afford a little complacency, a little
loosening of the belt for a midday rest.
But now, when the forces of evil are
openly conspiring against us from all
levels of society, when the future promises to be worse than the present and
the present is hellishly unbearable—
now, we cannot afford to experiment
with a ‘secular politics’ divorced in any
degree from God. “If human society is to
be healed now,” in the words of Pope
Leo XIII, “in no other way can it be
healed save by a return to Christian life
and Christian institutions.”
The problem is that, as traditionalists,
we tend over-focus on the latter clause,
without giving a systematic defense of
the former, and in doing so we lose sight
of our vision— in fact God’s vision— of
how we should live. And so we remain
stuck in our current situation, where
Marxists can galvanize more people
with the false promises of a classless
utopia than a Christian can with the
Gospel, for the simple reason that the
Christian has no stirring vision of what
that entails.

The solution to our nation's ills lies
upwards, through the Cross

world pushes the view that constraint is
any external force that prevents the realization of your internal desires— in
other words, if you want to do something, you should be able to. This is coupled with the weak qualifier of “as long
as it doesn’t hurt anybody.” I would like
to contrast this with St. Augustine’s—
and indeed, more broadly, the Christian
— view of freedom: the proposition that
a man is slave to as many masters as he
So, let’s endeavor to resolve this issue:
has vices, and that true freedom conwhat does an authentic Christian life
sists in subordinating one's desires to
look like in 2021 America? What is the
right reason.
future that we are striving towards?
This can be summed up, I believe, in two We know what society operating under
words: autonomy and community. Let us libertarian freedom looks like. Drag
Queen Story Hour, needles and trash
begin with the former.
laying scattered haphazardly throughout
At its core, liberty is freedom-from-conthe streets, neighbors and friends dying
straint. Contention arises, generally, refrom drug addictions and suicide, ramgarding where to draw the line of what
pant porn usage that destroys families
constitutes constraint. The modern
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and practice. This is what I mean when I
say we, as a society, lack autonomy— we
have systematically failed to grow into
our full potential, to realize the beauty
inherent in each and every one of us.

Confess your sins to Christ
and dissolves relationships. These problems will, to an extent, always be with
us. But when men systematically cave to
their every passion or desire, the human
appetite for pleasure will only continue
to grow until the insatiable beast turns
in on itself and devours the person with
a life of wickedness. There is the corybantic frenzy of the Bacchanalia and
then there is the sober deliberation of
the Senate. Which one will lead to an
authentic civilization and which one to a
dark age is clear.
In our fallen state, our natural inclination towards indulging our passions
overpowers our use of reason and renders us slaves to old, familiar vices. We
are incapable, in other words, of using
our natural faculties as we would desire
because they are bound in servitude to
our sins. There is a disconnect between
what we want to accomplish in life and
what we end up doing. Think of the
child who wants to be a piano maestro
but ends up slaving away in an office because he lacked the discipline to train
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Understanding all of this, it is clear that
in order to rebuild our state, we need to
rebuild our own lives. It must be done
from the bottom up and founded on the
cornerstone of Christ. For many, the
first step is to cut grave sins out of their
lives, and this is what true freedom subsists in. If you are a slave to sexual sins,
cut people and technology out of your
life. If this means you need to throw
your computer away and ask a friend to
check your email for you, so be it. Stop
using contraception. Stop putting yourself in situations where you might be
tempted to sin. If you have a substance
addiction, get into a rehab group (if it’s
‘manageable’ or ‘not that bad,’ put in
twice the effort into finding a rehab
group). There is no such thing as an ‘acceptable’ level of grave sin. If you cannot give something up for a week, a
month, or a year, then you are a slave,
and you would do well to recall that a
man cannot serve two masters. Remember always the words of St. John
Chrysostom: “Do not be ashamed to enter again into the Church. Be ashamed
when you sin. Do not be ashamed when
you repent. Pay attention to what the
devil did to you.”
Once the big issues are under control
come the smaller ones, and that is almost certainly going to be the internet.
Can you spend a day without checking
your text messages on your phone?
What about without any social media?
When’s the last time you met with a
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friend in real life instead of messaging
them? Old habits need to be replaced
with new— read a book, deepen a
friendship, spend time with your family
and neighbors. If you cannot be faithful
in the little things, how will you be faithful with the big affairs? One of the Evil
One’s greatest lies is the delusions of
grandeur that flash through our minds,
of how charitable and disciplined and
good we will be “in the future,” after we
have just a little more money, just a little
more free time. The reality is very different: as you live, so will you die. Remember that there is no future. There is
only the present.

second that He grants— “for the good
make use of this world in order to enjoy
God, whereas the evil want to make use
of God in order to enjoy the world.” It
follows our Lord’s thirty years of obscurity, using this life to prepare treasures
in heaven. It is a truly autonomous life,
free through detachment from the worries, anxieties, struggles, contradictions,
and infirmities of temporal living. It is a
happy life, and that is more than many,
many men can lay claim to.

It is only after freeing ourselves from
our enslavements that we can integrate
into an authentic community, for the
simple reason that in order to love your
In tandem with all of this, we must grow neighbor as yourself, you first need to
in the love of God and ask for the graces love yourself. Not love as popular culto discipline our lives and heal our fallen ture defines the word, but as God does:
nature. This means going to church
weekly, even daily if possible. This
means prayer, penance, and mortification of the flesh. Take the time you
waste every day, on YouTube, Twitter,
your daily commute, and offer a tenth of
it to God. Fast twice a week. Do not let a
single day go by without examining your
conscience and resolving to do better.
Live purposefully in everything you do,
knowing that time itself, every small,
mundane, boring moment, is filled with
God if only we draw our minds to Him.
Remember that every second is a gift,
and that someday you will be called to
give an account of how you spent it.
What will such a life, perfectly lived,
look like? To outside secular eyes, raised
on degeneracy and decadence, it is boring. It is a simple life, one of austerity
and humility, concerned with fulfilling
its daily tasks. It does not ask for much,
merely to love God and to enjoy every
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St. Francis of Assisi embraces a
leper
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“In this we have known the charity of
God, because he hath laid down his life
for us: and we ought to lay down our
lives for the brethren.” Much like the
process whereby autonomy is formed,
the process of forming a community lies
in self-sacrifice, epitomized by the death
of our Lord on the Cross— dying first to
His own will, that He may conform himself to His Father’s, and then laying
down His life for His flock. It means, in
other words, living not for yourself, but
for others, and ultimately for God. This
is what the true Christian revolution to
remake society looks like— to defend
the weak, feed the hungry, visit the
widow and imprisoned; to love our nation so much that we wish for God’s will
to be done on Earth as it is in Heaven,
to love our leaders so much that we pray
for their conversion and rally to stop
them from signing evil into law, to love
our neighbors so much that we refuse to
be silent, even as they tear themselves
out of our arms with cries of “my body
my choice,” to love each other so much
that we join together as one united
Christian body, knowing that if we authentically pray for God’s kingdom to
come, then we must be the hands He
uses and the feet with which He walks
to the ends of the earth.
We must realize, in other words, that we
are not saved as individuals, living discreetly in our own little spheres of holiness. No. We are saved as a Church, and
that means that we must give ourselves
up, pour ourselves into others to build
them up, for, “if I should have prophecy
and should know all mysteries, and all
knowledge, and if I should have all faith,
so that I could remove mountains, and
have not charity, I am nothing.”
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And here is where the greatest self-denial comes for many: we are called to
evangelize constantly, but speak only
rarely. Our actions testify to the authenticity of our love better than words, before both man and God. Dorothy Day
would open her home to strangers— the
homeless, the poor, the dumb, the refuse
that society has cast out and our Lord
has come to draw in. What about our
doors? To whom are they open? We say
we love others with our mouths— but
what do our actions say?
To see what we must do, consider the
inverse: a vicious banker who ruthlessly
squeezes every last penny out of a poor
man. He signed a contract after all, and
so the banker is perfectly within his
rights— but one day he will have to account before God for the hungry mouths
that cry out in testimony against him. It

We are called to sacrifice
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is not about being fair, in other words,
as society defines the term, but in sacrificing yourself for the good of others
precisely when it is least fair. “And if you
do good to them who do good to you,
what
thanks
are to you? for
sinners also do
this. And if you
lend to them of
whom you hope
to receive, what thanks are to you? for
sinners also lend to sinners, for to receive as much.” God is pleased with us
not based on what we provide but
whether we gave ourselves up for Him
in sacrifice, the way He gave Himself up
for us. Remember that the widow who
gave away her measly two coins went
home justified before God, when the
wealthy men who tithed heavily did not.
And where, you may ask, is the appeal
in this? Why should anyone give up their
comfortable, selfish, self-centered, individualistic life so that someone else can
be a little better off? Ah, but the question itself reveals its foolishness. Material things are not ours, and they can be
taken away from us at any time. But the
love of God and neighbor is an eternal
good that will satisfy when all other
things fade. People today are lonely—
and that loneliness is rooted in a desire
to be served without seeking to serve.
Here is one of the great paradoxes of
the Gospel, wherewith God had “made
foolish the wisdom of this world:” it is
only by giving up our life in service to
God and others that we can find it.
So go out and march around Planned
Parenthood. Buy food for the homeless
man at the streetlight five minutes from
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your house. Leave your video game
friends and knock on the door of your
real friends with two morning coffees in
your hand. Find someone who needs a
home and help them get back on their
feet again. Defend those less
fortunate
than
you, and pray for
those who are
over you. Our
country is collapsing around our feet—
and to save it, we must give up everything we have, body and soul, and offer
it in fealty to Christ. If we wish to
change society, to truly help remake it in
God’s image, we cannot hide beneath
the comforts of Netflix and Amazon any
more than we can flee from the realities
of infant genocide or predatory drug
trafficking going on in our communities.
To be called to Christian life is to be
called to live as an extremist, to die a
victim of love as a sacrifice to those
around us. To try to preserve our life,
every convenience and consolation that
the modern world tempts us to indulge
in, is to lose it. To die for Christ’s sake,
however, is to truly live in a way that the
meaningless, hedonistic, selfish individual of today can only imagine. In the
words of our Lord, “unless the grain of
wheat falling into the ground die, itself
remaineth alone. But if it die, it bringeth
forth much fruit. He that loveth his life
shall lose it; and he that hateth his life
in this world, keepeth it unto life eternal.” Let us seek, then, in all things, to
deny ourselves every day that we may
become free from our attachments to
temporal goods, and that we may be
free to show forth our light in the darkness of a dying nation.
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Death, Pandemic, Life
By Justin

“Remember, man, that dust thou art,
and to dust thou shalt return.” In these
words we are reminded of the harrowing, chilling reality of our death— often
gruesome, frequently painful, rarely
easy. Our life will someday come to an
end— one last heartbeat aching deep in
our chest, one last gasp for air burning
inside our lungs, one last closing of our
eyelids to rest, forever. Before the face
of death, the sum of human life under
the sun shows itself to be null, “vanity of
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vanities, and all is vanity.”
And yet, paradox of all paradoxes, it is
through death that our life is fulfilled in
Christ. The beauty of the Cross is that it
consecrates the trivial, mundane, and
especially painful moments of life as a
redemptive act of sympathy, of ‘suffering
with’ God-made-flesh. It is only through
embracing death, in all its ugliness, that
we can be born into a life of virtue,
sanctity, and union with God. To deny
death is to deny the Cross— to reject
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Good Friday is to reject Easter Sunday.

of booster shots, will be able to save us
Death is, in other words, not only in- from the all-encompassing burning fire
evitable, but necessary for our salvation. of God, where we either burn with Love
The Christian does not shirk from death, or are burned by It.
but welcomes it as the start of true Life. So, it is important for us to memento
What, then, do we make of this pan- mori, to remember and meditate on the
demic, where men live in a fear pro- fact of our impending death. The greatfounder than death, where men would est form of preparation we can make as
rather choose unending isolation and Christians is for the trial of our own
panic than have to face the possibility, death; thankfully, it is not a trial we have
however slim, of death? Men fear the to undertake alone. The road is wellcoronavirus because it reminds them trodden by thousands of saints who
that their purposeless accumulation of went before us, and thousands more
things, anodynes that take the place of who will come after us. There is, of
God, is ultimately mere chaff blown course, our Lord Himself, who willingly
away on the wind, and that is a thought became “obedient unto death, even to
that cuts to the quick of their psychol- the death of the Cross,” and whose exogy and awakens, deep in their mind, ample we are called to follow.
the hunger for God that they’ve so ruthlessly tried and failed to kill. Of course
this sort of hedonistic, materialistic culture will
have
so
easily forgotten the
message
of
our
Lord, that
we are not to be afraid “of them who kill
the body, and after that have no more
that they can do—” we forget the admonition because we want to, because we
are deeply uncomfortable with the eternal damnation awaiting us if we reach
death without having first died to ourselves. Dying to ourselves, that we may
live in Christ, is difficult, a cross we
don’t want to bear— and so we push off
death, one mask, one shutdown, one
year at a time. But death will unmask
herself at least, and in that moment no
amount of social distancing, no amount
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Then there is the example of St. Charles
Borromeo, a fabulously wealthy nobleman who abandoned secular pursuits to
embrace
the apostolic perfections of
poverty,
chastity,
and obedience. When an outbreak of bubonic
plague struck Milan, where he was
archbishop, many of the healthy, fearful
for their lives, fled. But Borromeo remained to continue his pastoral duties
by visiting the ill and comforting the dying, even at the threat of his own death
to the highly-contagious disease; in an
especially heroic episode, he climbed
onto a pile of corpses, on top of which a
dying man was still breathing, in order
to give him the Last Rites. Rather than
fearing death, then, let us make good
use of our life to love others.
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Masculinity Grounded in Faith
By Maxwell and Alain

When we look around, what do we see?
Do we see a world that is full of beauty,
one which is filled with people living
their best lives? Or do we see one where
the beauty we have been given is
twisted and perverted, and the people
around us left empty instead? I know I
do not speak only for myself when I respond “the latter”. There are obviously a
plethora of problems developing around
us in the world today, and if we bother
to look they are very hard to miss.
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So little thought is given to the attack
on the human condition within our modern society. This is especially notable
with how society raises young men. Apathy, nihilism, depression, and anxiety
plague our youth. Robbed of meaning,
we retreat into the comforts and luxuries that we’ve surrounded ourselves
with, like addicts to their pill bottles.
These same things that we were told
would improve our lives and give us a
higher standard of living are rather contaminating our minds, clouding our
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thoughts and judgment, and taking us learn to speak, to stand up and fight. As
Ecclesiastes notes, “there is a time to be
further from God and closer to sin.
silent and a time to speak—” the modern
The current human condition is, in a
way, however, seems increasingly to be
word, not great. And we still have more
teaching young men how to be submiswe stand to lose. Today’s men face massive at the expense of learning how to
sive adversity just to try and live as men
question the world around them. Our
devoted to God and family. And with
Lord was meek, but neither did he shy
these issues facing them, it can be no
away from whipping the money-lenders
surprise that many men are falling
out of the temple.
short. They are simply dragged down,
emasculated more and more by society, These weak men being raised in the
until they give in and turn to vice. Cow- classroom and at home are going to
ardice, surrendering and giving in be- learn a few things the hard way when
fore the face of adversity. Lack of self they enter the real world. The world
sufficiency, lack of discipline, and hearts isn’t going to be as kind to them as their
parents and teachers were. You simply
empty of the love God has given them.
cannot just lay down and expect things
Many men I meet are weak. Their belto go your way because you are nice.
lies are full, but their minds are empty.
They are made comfortable, sedated by
stimuli— pornography, video games, office work, fast food. Modern men are
quieting their brains with mind numbing
entertainment designed to sedate them
and keep them in line. Entertainment
run by people who want the men of today to feel weak, that they have no holding or stand to take in society. Media
that is barraging men with the idea that
their masculinity is something to be
ashamed of, something that they should
hate and reject.
But it starts even younger than that.
Young boys are confined to a classroom
and told not to roughhouse. Their formative years are spent being taught by
women. They are punished for normal
behavior and increasingly denied time
outside or opportunities to be active and
put their energy to good use. Of course
young men need to learn the things being taught in school. But as they need to
learn how to be silent, they must also
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Jesus casts the money-lenders from
the temple
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Part of the blame is to be put on the parents. With a divorce rate of over 50%
and a court system which favors the
mother in almost all custody battles,
many young men are growing up without their fathers. This lack of a male
role model in their life plays an extremely detrimental role to a growing
child and adolescent. It greatly hurts
their mental development, their sense of
self worth, and their values. A major example of this is how the child will grow
up not being able to model what a
healthy relationship looks like— them
growing up without a father and a
mother deprives them of a romantic
model to use in helping form their own
families in the future. We hear, too, of
many cases where the mother and father are constantly bad mouthing the
other when the child is split between
the two houses. The child is torn between the two, and forced to pick sides
of right and
wrong— relationships,
and
especially
the
spousal relationship,
are shown
to be a conflict
between
unequals,
rather
than
a
complementary binding of equals. Man
and woman were made to complete
each other in a both-and relationship,
not a one-or one. Separating out the two
aspects— and, worse, forcing the child
to label one as ‘bad’ or ‘inferior’— will
never lead to strong men— quite the opposite.

makes a strong man? There are several
traits which all intertwine to make a
man grow into the person he is meant to
be. First and foremost, a strong man is a
man who is God-fearing and guided by
faith. Proverbs says that “the fear of the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom: and
the knowledge of the holy is understanding.” Men today live their days
without the fear of the Lord; they live by
their own set of self-designed rules.
Modern men aim to please the world
(and, by extension, themselves) rather
than God. But the world can never grant
them what God offers. This is why modern men are the broken shells we see today— no discipline, sleeping with
women they don’t know, drunk on their
couch four, five, six nights a week. With
no desire for self improvement, all that’s
left is to submerge themselves in video
games and other hedonistic or escapist
pursuits. The solution is for men to
wholly offer
themselves
up to God:
put Him in
control,
let
Him dictate
the
rules,
and
center
your life on
Him.
God’s
first and foremost desire for each and
every one of us is our personal sanctification: centering our lives around God
will naturally cull out our selfish desires
and lead us to become better men.

The second important attribute that
makes a strong man is his ability to be
self reliant. In the past, this used to be
automatic. A man lived on his farm,
And so now we must ask, what is it that growing crops and raising animals to
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feed his family; most things he needed
he and his family could produce themselves, and what they couldn’t, they
would buy or trade for with others in
their village. But in our globalized
world, man buys fruit grown in Honduras and meat imported from Australia
at Walmart. He pays for it by staring at a
computer doing mindless busy work at
an office for sixty hours a week. He is
disconnected from the land, his local
community, and his labour as well. To
make men strong once more, we must
remember the lessons of self-sustenance. Start a vegetable garden, raise
chickens or ducks for eggs, get a dairy
animal. Get to know and help your
neighbors. Break away from consumerist society and learn to make
things for yourself, and to do without
the frivolities the world sells you. The
truly free man is the one who can provide for himself and his loved ones by
the sweat of his brow.
The third attribute of a strong man is
the amount of responsibility he is able to
bear, namely his role as husband, father,
and Christian. As a husband, a man
must care for and defend his wife. Men
are to love their wives as Christ loves
His church. The two are no longer two
but have become one flesh, joined forever. As a father, a man must protect
and guide his young children to become
good men and women. And as a Christian, a man must defend the faith and
uphold Christ’s teachings. This is exactly why our modern society tries to
undermine these roles. It undermines
the role of the husband with premarital
sex and divorce; why should a man be
responsible to his wife when he can get
all of the sexual gratification he wants
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by sleeping with random women? That’s
better, our society says, because that
way you can use them for sexual gratification without ever having to care about
them more deeply than as an object.
Eternal union? How old fashioned. Ditch
your wife when you have an issue and
go find a, new better woman, more attractive and of higher status. People become commodities, not worthy of
anything more than use. The role of father is directly undermined as a result.
Your wife or partner is pregnant? That’s
her problem, not yours. Best to just get
out of there so you can keep living in the
manner to which you have become accustomed. Better yet, call up Planned
Parenthood, so you can both keep living
as you are accustomed. And if a human
being must be ripped limb from limb,
then so be it. And the role of Christian is
undermined above all else, for this is the
role that scares the modern world more
than anything, because this is what everything else flows from. A deep understanding of the faith leads us to reject
the modern liberal paradigm wholeheartedly. It allows us to see that we are
not products, as the world wants us to
be, but blessed children of God worthy
of love and made in His image. To be a
man, you must reject the infantilization
the modern world tries to sell you, and
take up your cross instead— and a cross
it will be. It won’t be easy— but then
nothing in life worth having ever is.
There is a joy found in being a true man
— a husband, father, and Christian—
which is far beyond anything the secular
modern world could ever offer. But to
find this joy, we must make sacrifices
and accept that the road is paved with
hardships.
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The Lust Defining America
By The Augustinian

I do not think, in this decade, that anyone would deny that Americans worship
sex idols. The sexual relationship of
worship that America has with her
celebrities is made apparent by last
year's Superbowl, which, being the
most-watched television event of the
year, was the readiest reflection of the
state of affairs of the American spirit.
During the half-time show, adoring
crowds readily flock to a stage, thrusting up their arms in adulation, hoping to
be saved by a mere look or touch of the
hand from the deity on stage. Last year,
the adoring crowds were treated to a
strip-show. The goddesses in question
threw off layers of clothes to reveal undergarments, throbbed on the floor to
mimic sexual passion, and even imitated
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masturbation for their adoring crowd.
Stripper poles were climbed, scantily
clad thighs were thrust, and at one
point, one of the idols even threw herself into the crowd with what one can’t
help but notice appeared to be a similarity to certain Hellenic religious orgy rituals. Americans cheered with glee as
J-Lo and Shakira were transformed into
Aphrodite.
What are the consequences of this sexolatry? Humans worship, according to
Plato, comes from a desire to immortalize oneself— but because sex idols cannot be eternal, the only way to preserve
their legacy is through continual domination, the ‘libido dominandi’ which ensures one will be remembered forever—
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a truth apparent in the fact that most
Americans know more about Adolf
Hitler or Joseph Stalin than they do
about Grover Cleveland.
The American sex cult's desire to dominate others, is, I think, best expressed
through the social phenomenon of industrial pop-rock music. According to
Allen Bloom, yesterday’s abomination is
nothing but the fulfillment of the central
theme of modern music. Bloom says that
“rock [that is, pop] music has one appeal
only, a barbaric appeal, to sexual desire,” which seeks out especially the vulnerable and untrained appetites of
children and adolescents— it “acknowledges the
first emanations of
children’s
emerging
sensuality.”
Per
Bloom,
“the
inevitable
corollary
of such sexual interests is rebellion
against the authority that it represents.”
And so, the need to dominate, to expand, to assert oneself against all others. The authority of the family is a
barrier to the relief of sexual gratification
— so it must go. Decency and family values are a barrier to the aspirations of
becoming a sex idol— so they must go.
“What were once unconscious or halfconscious childish resentments become
the new scripture.” The crisis in the
family, in authority in general, and in the
grotesque scene of the Superbowl is a
vindication of Bloom.
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So, what is the solution? If the problem
with the earthly honor and glory of fornication is that they are temporary, the
solution is to worship the Eternal. Augustine famously lays out precisely this
dichotomy between the City of Man and
the City of God, between those for
whom the power of lust has enslaved
them to the lust for power and those
who, conquering the power of lust, can
open themselves up to Love:
We see then that the two cities were
created by two kinds of love: the earthly
city was created by self-love reaching
the point of contempt for God, the Heavenly City by the love of God carried as
far as contempt
of
self. In fact,
the earthly
city glories
in itself, the
Heavenly
City glories
in the Lord.
If the American spirit is
enslaved to the sin of lust (as she surely
is), and her people are in bondage to the
self-same master, then the only way out
is the due and proper worship of God. A
man cannot worship two masters, and
the more we learn to worship and love
God, individually and corporately, the
weaker lust’s grip on us, the weaker the
vainglory and temptation of sin. We
must replace lust, the worship of sex,
with love, the worship of God. It is only
then that we can find true happiness
and begin to transform both ourselves
and our nation.
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